Crusaders

Please use our right-hand navigation to explore the profiles of our independent crusaders.

Crusaders are listed by expedition leader, with expedition participants being slightly indented.

The amount of information that exists varies considerably depending on the individual crusader. For the more well documented crusaders we have included a short biography, but for many we only know the minor details of their departures for the east.

**Independent Crusaders Mapping Project** ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-))

- Departure Maps ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/icp-map](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/icp-map))
- Crusaders ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages))
  - Conrad III ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/conrad-iii](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/conrad-iii))
  - Fulc of Anjou ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/fulk-of-anjou](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/fulk-of-anjou))
  - Rainald ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/full-of-ajanou/rainald](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/full-of-ajanou/rainald))
  - Henry the Liberal ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/henry-the-liberal](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/henry-the-liberal))
  - Hugh of Troyes ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/hugh-of-troyes](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/hugh-of-troyes))
  - Sigurd of Norway ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/sigurd-of-norway](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/sigurd-of-norway))
  - Thierry of Flanders ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/thierry-of-flanders](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/thierry-of-flanders))
  - Walter of Hereford ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/walter-of-hereford](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/profile-pages/walter-of-hereford))
- Charters ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/charters](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/charters))
- Interpreting the Project ([exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/interpreting-the-project](https://medievalomeka.ace.fordham.edu/exhibits/show/independent-crusaders-project-/interpreting-the-project))